Host SM_Selan says:
RECAP: It is day fifty four of the Starfleet presence on Hais ... and the day of the official opening ceremony of the newly "re-modeled" station. As the Abertura crew try to put together pieces of two separate puzzles, the many delegates prepare for the ceremony.

Host SM_Selan says:
Abertura Station Stardate 10302.05 "Greetings..." Episode Five

Cast of Characters
Robert Pate as Captain Thelsh [CO]
Bill Davis as Lt. Jg. William Davis [CBO]
Cory Friess as Lt. Jg. Mike Lammel [CNS]
Chris Dickinson as Lt. Jg. Billy Bob Powers [CSec]

Michael Jones as Syarta, Admiral Croft, Chief Jennifer Silver, General Ranuck, Laevon, Command & Control & K’Toyle

Guest Starring

Cam Farris as Ensign Roberto [SO]
 
Host SM_Selan says:
=/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= Resume Mission =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\=

Host CO_Capt_Thelsh says:
:: walks to the balcony on level 3, overlooking the atrium and all the preparations for the dedication ceremony.  She sees dozens of delegates and people milling around on level one, far below her::

CBO_LtJG_Davis says:
::in quarters, having just woken up and gotten a shower::

CNS_LtJG_Lammel says:
::in the Command and Control Center sitting in a chair at a console reviewing all of the occupants bios on the Station::

Host SM_Selan says:
ACTION: It is early afternoon on Hais, with a beautiful day in full swing. The impressive Kayairn City glitters below Abertura.

CSec_LtJG_Powers says:
::Pushing out a wrinkle in his silly restricting white dress uniform, he walks the balcony, scoping out the intruding security measures installed.  As he walks, he comes upon the Captain::

Host Syarta says:
::Walks up beside the CO:: CO: You look either anxious or nervous. Perhaps both?

CBO_LtJG_Davis says:
::puts on regular uniform, noting that his dress uniform is with his bag on Level 10::

CNS_LtJG_Lammel says:
Self: Interesting. ::looking at Syarta's bio::

SO_Ens_Roberto says:
::Milling around on lvl 1 of the atrium, trying not to brush up against anyone::

Host CO_Capt_Thelsh says:
::pulling at the jacket of her dress whites, her antennae twitch in surprise as Syarta approaches:: Syarta: Ahh, good morning Syarta... And yes... definitely both.

CBO_LtJG_Davis says:
::gives his uniform a good tug and exits his quarters, heading for the lift::

Host Syarta says:
ACTION: All members of all the delegations, except for the Dominion, have arrived in the atrium.

CBO_LtJG_Davis says:
::enters lift::  Lift: Level 10!

Host Syarta says:
::Smiles, and looks down:: CO: This is all ... amazing. I thank you, Captain, for providing this opportunity. Despite what certain Vorta have said, you have done an excellent job here.

CNS_LtJG_Lammel says:
::he moves away from the console as he makes his way around the Command and Control looking around::

CBO_LtJG_Davis says:
::folds hands behind back and waits patiently, not in too much of a rush to get to the ceremonies::

CSec_LtJG_Powers says:
::The absence still of the Dominion delegation doesn't surprise Powers much.  As he nears the CO's position, he sees that the CO has company::

CNS_LtJG_Lammel says:
::spots the CSEC and walks over to him:: CSEC: I am Lieutenant Michael Lammel, the Station's Counselor, and you are?

Host CO_Capt_Thelsh says:
Syarta: This is a big day for both of us.  Your people will now have access to the whole alpha and beta quadrant civilizations... and I will have a true, important station under my command.

SO_Ens_Roberto says:
::Hears his stomach growl and quietly looks around for the food line::

CBO_LtJG_Davis says:
::exits lift as the doors open, and he strolls out onto Level 10 towards his office::

Host Syarta says:
::Smiles and puts a hand on Thelsh's shoulder:: CO: Hopefully, dear Captain, you will come to think of Hais as not just the world which your station resides on ... but as your home.

Host Syarta says:
CO: I'll see you down below. ::Nods and moves off::

CSec_LtJG_Powers says:
::Nods to the Lieutenant::  CNS: I am Lieutenant Billy Powers, the new Chief of Security here.

Host CO_Capt_Thelsh says:
Syarta: See you soon.  And thanks

CNS_LtJG_Lammel says:
CSEC: Pleasure to meet you, Lieutenant.

CBO_LtJG_Davis says:
::enters office and finds his duffle behind the desk where he left it three days ago::

SO_Ens_Roberto says:
Self: What am I thinking? I can't eat in this uniform... It might get stained!

CBO_LtJG_Davis says:
::opens bag and removes dress uniform, placing it on the desk::

Host Admiral_Croft says:
::Down below, near a podium hastily set up by the CoE, looking at a PADD with her notes on it::

CBO_LtJG_Davis says:
::locks the door of his office to change into the dress uniform, figuring he'll need it sooner rather than later::

SO_Ens_Roberto says:
::Suddenly gets pale at the idea of getting dirty and runs to a nearby wall::

CNS_LtJG_Lammel says:
::notices the CO and walks over to her:: CO: When is the ceremony suppose to start, ma'am?

CBO_LtJG_Davis says:
::changes into dress uniform; it's been some time...::

Host Admiral_Croft says:
::Looks up at the CO on the next level, quirks her mouth to indicate its time for her to get down here::

CBO_LtJG_Davis says:
::dissatisfied, he tugs at the dress uniform, still unsure if it's okay to breathe yet::

Host Admiral_Croft says:
ACTION: The various delegations begin to move in separate crowds, standing around, waiting for things to begin. All seem quite comfortable in the surroundings, even the Klingons.

Host CO_Capt_Thelsh says:
CNS: 10 minutes.... or forever, whichever comes first.

CNS_LtJG_Lammel says:
::notices the Croft and smiles wondering if she went to get her second hypospray::

Host Admiral_Croft says:
ACTION: The Romulans are arranged around Zal'Tair, as if in a protective stance. The Klingons stand with General Ranuck and members of his battalion.

CNS_LtJG_Lammel says:
::smiles at the CO:: CO: You sound ready, ma'am.

Host Admiral_Croft says:
ACTION: Syarta has joined members of the High Echelons standing to the side. Daimon Glyo and his Ferengi are trying to talk to them, but do not appear to be having much success.

CBO_LtJG_Davis says:
::folds regular uniform quickly and places it on the desk, then unlocks and exits his office::

Host Admiral_Croft says:
ACTION: The various Federation delegates are actually spread about, trying to interact with various peoples, sometimes with little success. The Starfleet / CoE personnel are doing the same, trying to make friends here and there.

Host CO_Capt_Thelsh says:
::Nervous twitch to her antennae:: CNS: I don’t like public speaking... at least not to this big a crowd

CNS_LtJG_Lammel says:
CO: Ah, I would do it for you since I am trained, but you know they want to hear the Captain. ::smiles knowing she is nervous::

CBO_LtJG_Davis says:
::reaches lift, unsure of whether he wants to go see if things are starting down below or see if the Engineering department has looked at the ODN relays on Levels 9 and 11::

Host CO_Capt_Thelsh says:
CNS: Gee, thanks.  Well, lets head on down.

CSec_LtJG_Powers says:
::Continues his round of the balcony level before heading down to the main level itself::

CNS_LtJG_Lammel says:
CO: Ladies first, ma'am. ::extends arm to the proper direction::

Host CO_Capt_Thelsh says:
CNS: Thank you , Counselor

CBO_LtJG_Davis says:
::finally decides on heading to the ceremony, banking on plenty of time for regular duty later on::

Host Admiral_Croft says:
ACTION: The doors to the atrium open and a pause goes around ... a group of Jem'Hadar enter, no weapons on them, followed by Laevon, two other Vorta and the Founder.

CBO_LtJG_Davis says:
::enters lift::  Lift: Level 1.

Host CO_Capt_Thelsh says:
::moves toward the lift, it being quicker than the ramps::

Host Admiral_Croft says:
::Looks beyond the podium at the arriving Founder. Blinks::

CNS_LtJG_Lammel says:
::follows the CO::

Host Admiral_Croft says:
<Yokati'Clon> ::The only Female Jem'Hadar amongst the group, apparently the only representative of the present JH group on Abertura, leads the entourage::

CBO_LtJG_Davis says:
::again folds hands behind back and waits patiently, his recent bout of fatigue successfully quashed by a good night's (or day's) rest::

SO_Ens_Roberto says:
::Getting scared by all the large people around::

Host Admiral_Croft says:
ACTION: The Klingons chuckle at the arriving JH, but the genetically engineered warriors ignore them.

CSec_LtJG_Powers says:
::At the main level, he witnesses the entrance of the Dominion representatives, and takes note immediately of their apparent lack of arms::

Host Admiral_Croft says:
ACTION: The Founder matches eye contact with the Admiral, and does not break it.

CBO_LtJG_Davis says:
::exits lift and sets out for the atrium, immediately noticing more people than he had anticipated seeing::

Host CO_Capt_Thelsh says:
::arrives on level 1, seeing the Dominion group ahead of her.::

Host Admiral_Croft says:
<Chief Jennifer Silver> ::Dressed up in her dress whites, and for the first time in a while looking very clean, and much more attractive than usual:: SO: You look nervous, Mr.?

CNS_LtJG_Lammel says:
::arrives with the CO:: CO: Good luck, Captain.

CBO_LtJG_Davis says:
::enters the Atrium and is immediately lost in the flood of people, spreading all throughout the facility::

CSec_LtJG_Powers says:
::Wonders where the attractive engineer is::

Host CO_Capt_Thelsh says:
::moves to the podium area, and up to the Admiral::

Host CO_Capt_Thelsh says:
Adm: Are you ready, Ma'am?

Host Admiral_Croft says:
::Smiles at the CO:: CO: Captain Thelsh, glad you could join me. For a brief moment, I was afraid I'd have to face them all down myself.

CNS_LtJG_Lammel says:
::walks over near the JH::

CSec_LtJG_Powers says:
::Quietly takes his prearranged position close to the podium itself::

Host Admiral_Croft says:
CO: As ready as I'll ever be. How about you?

CBO_LtJG_Davis says:
::sifts through the various groups, not really ignoring people, but not openly socializing either::

Host CO_Capt_Thelsh says:
Adm: I would be happy to leave it up to you if you prefer ::Smiles:: I think I am ready to get this over with...

Host Admiral_Croft says:
::Chuckles:: CO: Get this over with, Captain? For you, it's just beginning. ::Smiles::

CBO_LtJG_Davis says:
::continues passing by, looking for a familiar face::

CNS_LtJG_Lammel says:
::notices the CBO and motions over to him::

Host Admiral_Croft says:
::Speaks into the microphone:: ALL: Please, may I have your attention ...

Host CO_Capt_Thelsh says:
::Nods:: Adm: That it is, Admiral, that it is.

Host CO_Capt_Thelsh says:
::moves over to the seating provided the speakers::

CBO_LtJG_Davis says:
::sees the unfamiliar counselor motioning to him and wonders who it is, but is distracted by the voice over the microphone::

Host Admiral_Croft says:
ACTION: The talking fades to a murmuring as they all turn to look at the Admiral. The Founder has not diverted its gaze the entire time.

CNS_LtJG_Lammel says:
::looks up at the Admiral::

SO_Ens_Roberto says:
Silver: Slightly... I'm Ens. Roberto, sir.

CBO_LtJG_Davis says:
::turns and faces the Admiral and Captain Thelsh, who doesn't look like she's sure about being in front of everyone::

Host Admiral_Croft says:
ALL: On behalf of the United Federation of Planets, and the High Echelons of the Haisian Government, I would like to welcome you all to Hais.

Host Admiral_Croft says:
<Chief Jennifer Silver> ::Holds out hands:: <W> SO: Chief Jennifer Silver.

Host CO_Capt_Thelsh says:
::polite applause::

CBO_LtJG_Davis says:
::joins in the applause, but only briefly::

CNS_LtJG_Lammel says:
::follows the CO's lead and applauds::

CSec_LtJG_Powers says:
::Becomes aware of the Founder's gaze, and contemplates it for a moment... His phaser rifle is set high enough to take care of her, should it become necessary::

SO_Ens_Roberto says:
::Shakes hand:: <W> Silver: Nice to meet you.

CBO_LtJG_Davis says:
::anxious to leave and get down to business::

Host Admiral_Croft says:
::Smiles and motions for the applause to end:: ALL: I'm sure you've heard this before at many other ceremonies such as this ... but we stand here, at a crossroads.

Host Admiral_Croft says:
ALL: At one time or another all of us have been sworn enemies. Facing down each others phasers, and disruptors and torpedoes. It was only four years ago that most of us were embroiled in a great war ... yet, look at us now, standing here in peace.

Host Admiral_Croft says:
ALL: I am not naive, however, the tensions still exist. The scars from that horror have not faded. And will not fade for some time.

Host Admiral_Croft says:
::Stares at the Founder:: ALL: But I believe what is happening here, on Hais, is the beginning of a new era.

Host CO_Capt_Thelsh says:
::lets her gaze drift over the crowd, noting who is listening and who is involved in other endeavors::

CBO_LtJG_Davis says:
::begins to look around at the surroundings here in the Atrium, having never seen this part of the station before::

Host Admiral_Croft says:
ALL: Years ago, the Dominion created this outpost as a means of holding territory. Now, it serves as a home to not only a contingent of Jem'Hadar ... but Klingons and Starfleet personnel alike.

CBO_LtJG_Davis says:
::refocuses as the Admiral continues::

Host Admiral_Croft says:
ALL: I have been informed that there have been problems, but still, they all still stand here ... united. When the Federation was first asked to take over here, Starfleet Command met the idea with much skepticism.

SO_Ens_Roberto says:
::Pretending to listen as he hopes he doesn't get crushed by all the large people in here::

Host Admiral_Croft says:
::Looks over at the Starfleet personnel with a smirk and sarcasm in her voice:: ALL: It was said that "it would be impossible for Starfleet personnel to work with the Dominion there." That to "use Starfleet officers as a buffer between Klingons and Jem'Hadar would be suicide."

Host Admiral_Croft says:
ALL: I think it's safe to say, that in the last fifty four days, you've proved them all wrong.

Host CO_Capt_Thelsh says:
::secretly admits these thoughts still haunt her::

CBO_LtJG_Davis says:
::shoots his eyes to the two corners in the room in front of him, looking for any Jem'Hadar or Vorta; he hadn't noticed them before::

Host Admiral_Croft says:
::Looks back out at the crowd, and more specifically at the Haisians:: ALL: A person named Anatole France once said "To accomplish great things, we must not only act, but also dream; not only plan, but also believe."

Host Admiral_Croft says:
ALL: Good words, not only because they are the selected dedication quote of your station, but because I feel they represent this place.

CBO_LtJG_Davis says:
::folds his hands behind his back again::

Host Admiral_Croft says:
ALL: This place represents the dream ... the hope ... the future of relations between peoples who never thought of such things. This place represents the chance for the Haisians to go further than they've EVER considered.

Host CO_Capt_Thelsh says:
::looks over at the Haisian delegates.  The small yellowish humanoids seeming are taking the promise to heart::

CBO_LtJG_Davis says:
::sees Chief Silver, but his thoughts do not linger on her; his mind is clearly elsewhere::

Host Admiral_Croft says:
ALL: I was told that the initial Starfleet personnel to come here named it after the Portuguese word for "gap." A gap indeed ... Klingons ... Jem'Hadar ... Humans ... Vulcans ... so many differences.

Host Admiral_Croft says:
ALL: Yet you have all came here for one purpose.

Host Admiral_Croft says:
::Looks down at her PADD, and tosses it onto the podium with a huff:: ALL: I was originally going to welcome you all to Station AR-439. AR-439 indeed ... welcome to the Gap ... welcome to Abertura Station.

Host Admiral_Croft says:
::Is finished, smiles::

Host CO_Capt_Thelsh says:
::Applauds enthusiastically::

CBO_LtJG_Davis says:
::applauds::

CNS_LtJG_Lammel says:
::applauds::

Host Admiral_Croft says:
ACTION: Clapping results throughout ... the Klingons seemingly roar in appreciation ... the Haisians do their most horribly clapping mimicking, but they do it as an honor ... the Rommies clap gently ... the Cardassians friskily ... and the others as best they can.

SO_Ens_Roberto says:
::Claps as he watches for suspicious things out of the corner of his eye::

Host Admiral_Croft says:
ACTION: All except for the Founder, the Vorta, and the Jem'Hadar who make no movement.

CBO_LtJG_Davis says:
::stops clapping, wondering if Captain Thelsh will speak now::

Host Admiral_Croft says:
::Moves aside so that the CO can speak::

SO_Ens_Roberto says:
<W>Silver: Why aren't they clapping?

Host CO_Capt_Thelsh says:
::Stands and moves to the podium::

CSec_LtJG_Powers says:
::Claps politely, not drawing attention to himself::

Host Admiral_Croft says:
<Chief Jennifer Silver> <W> SO: Who, the Founder and her slaves?

SO_Ens_Roberto says:
<W>Silver: Aye.

Host CO_Capt_Thelsh says:
All: Thank you Admiral Croft.

Host Admiral_Croft says:
<Chief Jennifer Silver> <W> SO: Never seemed like the clapping sort. Besides, this all seems like a slap in the face for them. They did lose the war, and this station.

Host CO_Capt_Thelsh says:
ALL: When I was assigned to the posting, I will admit to having reservations.

CBO_LtJG_Davis says:
::waits, though his patience for such formalities as this is draining slowly::

Host Admiral_Croft says:
ACTION: The Captain's next words are cut off by a red transporter beam as she, Admiral Croft, the Founder, and the Counselor disappear.

CNS_LtJG_Lammel says:
::stares at the CO::

Host CO_Capt_Thelsh says:
ALL: I was a spac....::disappears::

CBO_LtJG_Davis says:
::stunned::

Host Admiral_Croft says:
ACTION: Shock spreads immediately throughout.

CNS_LtJG_Lammel says:
::disappears::

SO_Ens_Roberto says:
::Starts screaming::

CBO_LtJG_Davis says:
::pushes through the commotion, searching for Powers or Laevon::

CSec_LtJG_Powers says:
::Curses silently:: *Security*: All forces, secure the area.  *C&C*: Trace an outgoing transporter beam!  The Captain, Counselor, and Founder have disappeared!

Host SM_Selan says:
ACTION: Laevon starts barking orders to the Jem'Hadar who scour the place. General Ranuck does the same, determined to find the Captain ... caring less about the Founder.

Host SM_Selan says:
ACTION: The four "stolen" folk find themselves arriving in four separate force field containment cells in a dark, dank place. It smells ... but the smell and area seem familiar. It is the Klingon barracks.

Host CO_Capt_Thelsh says:
@ALL: ...e faring officer... ehh... What happened?  ::looks around in confusion::

CNS_LtJG_Lammel says:
@::looks around in shock wondering why he is here:: Self: What the..?

Host SM_Selan says:
<C & C> *CSec* Sir, we traced the transports to the Klingon barracks. But a complete lockdown just happened. We have absolutely no computer access due to earlier security measures, and all physical entrances are shutting.

CBO_LtJG_Davis says:
::has trouble getting through the crowd of people, who are very disturbed and beginning to cause a commotion in some parts::

SO_Ens_Roberto says:
::Runs to the TL: TL: C&C

CBO_LtJG_Davis says:
*CSec*: Lieutenant Powers, where are you down here?

CNS_LtJG_Lammel says:
@ALL: Can anyone hear me in here?? ::shouts a little::

CSec_LtJG_Powers says:
::Keeps from cursing again:: *CBO*: Directly next to the podium.

Host CO_Capt_Thelsh says:
@Any: What is going on here?!!!?  I swear, I will rend limb from limb whoever did this....

CBO_LtJG_Davis says:
::focuses his attention forward and finally sees Powers beyond the people who are moving around without order; he renews his effort to approach him sot hey can consult::

CSec_LtJG_Powers says:
*CBO*: If you are close to General Ranuck, grab his attention for me?

Host SM_Selan says:
ACTION: The Starfleet personnel are trying to calm everyone down, but failing. The Romulans immediately beam out to their scout ship, fearful of a assassination attempt. The Ferengi have already run out of the room, the Klingons have been informed of their barracks' lockdown, and trying to leave to get there to find out what's going on.

Host CO_Capt_Thelsh says:
@CNS: I hear you Lt.... Who else is here? ::moves to the force field, trying to look around::

CBO_LtJG_Davis says:
::sees Ranuck about three meters to his left and makes way for him::

Host SM_Selan says:
@ ACTION: A voice from the darkness, Klingon ... "Quiet, infidel."

CNS_LtJG_Lammel says:
@::looks around still hearing the CO's voice as well as sensing her and the Founder's presence:: CO: I can sense the Founder, ma'am..

SO_Ens_Roberto says:
::Arrives in C&C and runs to his station::

CBO_LtJG_Davis says:
General Ranuck: ::yelling:: This way, General!

Host SM_Selan says:
<Admiral Croft> @ CO: Captain, what is going on?!

CNS_LtJG_Lammel says:
@CO: And the Admiral. ::hears the voice of the Klingon::

CBO_LtJG_Davis says:
::gestures towards the podium where Powers is::

Host SM_Selan says:
<General Ranuck> CBO: Have you traced the transport?! ::Shouts::

CBO_LtJG_Davis says:
General Ranuck: Not yet.  I'm trying to get to the Chief of Security right now!

Host SM_Selan says:
<The Founder> @ ::Simply stands and stares into the darkness::

Host CO_Capt_Thelsh says:
@Voice: Who is there?  What is the meaning of this?

CBO_LtJG_Davis says:
::continues onwards, not waiting for the good general::

Host SM_Selan says:
<Admiral Croft> @ Voice: You have no idea what you're doing here. When General Ranuck is done with yo--

CBO_LtJG_Davis says:
*C&C*: Davis to Command and Control.  Have you picked up a transporter signal in the last three minutes or so?!

SO_Ens_Roberto says:
::Looks at all the new sensor readings regarding the kidnapped folks, wondering how they're gonna get out::

Host SM_Selan says:
<Voice> @ Croft: It matters not what the General says. He is just as worthless as the rest of you.

CNS_LtJG_Lammel says:
@Voice: Well then who are you?

CBO_LtJG_Davis says:
::finally reaches Powers::

CBO_LtJG_Davis says:
CSec: ::still yelling a bit::  What happened?

Host SM_Selan says:
<C & C> *CBO* Yes, sir. As reported, we've traced the transport of the Captain and co. to the Klingon Barracks, sir.

CSec_LtJG_Powers says:
::Looks at the CBO's approach as he continues giving orders to his forces:: CBO/*Sec*: The four have been beamed out, and have reappeared in the Klingon Barracks.

Host SM_Selan says:
ACTION: A Klingon emerges from the darkness. He is dressed in peculiar ceremonial armor.

CBO_LtJG_Davis says:
*C&C*: Seal off all entrances to the station and monitor any and all transporter and communication signals until we sort this out.  Pull in any resources you need.

CNS_LtJG_Lammel says:
@~~~CO/Croft: There are more then one Klingon here. I sense determination, annoyance, frustration, and possible fear.~~~

Host SM_Selan says:
<K'Toyle> @ ALL: I am K'Toyle. Master of this Order of the Prophecy of Blood. You have chosen to interfere in our actions ... and as such, we are making our stand here. The Prophecy must be fulfilled. Even if it is with impure blood.

CBO_LtJG_Davis says:
CSec: Do you have teams out in the Klingon Barracks?

Host SM_Selan says:
<C & C> *CBO* Aye, sir.

CNS_LtJG_Lammel says:
@K'Toyle: Prophecy?

CSec_LtJG_Powers says:
CBO: No.  The Klingons were taking care of that themselves.  We are unable to approach the barracks, too, due to... extreme security measures put in place by my predecessor.

Host SM_Selan says:
<K'Toyle> @ ::Spits at the CNS' force field:: CNS: Quiet.

CBO_LtJG_Davis says:
::extremely frustrated::

Host SM_Selan says:
<General Ranuck> CSec / CBO: Someone has commandeered the barracks?

CNS_LtJG_Lammel says:
@::eyes widen at the Klingon:: K'Toyle: Umm you missed me.

Host CO_Capt_Thelsh says:
::looks at the different dress:: K'Toyle: How have we interfered?

CSec_LtJG_Powers says:
::Turns to the General:: Ranuck: Yes, General.

CBO_LtJG_Davis says:
::Looks at Ranuck, starting to gain suspicion, though it is not just isolated to his race of people::

Host CO_Capt_Thelsh says:
@ ::figures, if they are still within the station, it is only a matter of time before help arrives... need to cause delays::

Host SM_Selan says:
<K'Toyle> @ ::Ignores the CNS:: CO: You have found out too much. You maneuver to repair the work we have done to the sensor network, forcing us to abandon more of our sacrifices.

CSec_LtJG_Powers says:
Ranuck: We can trace the combadge signals, but we are unable to access the barracks themselves.

CNS_LtJG_Lammel says:
@Self: These people need a reality check. ::whispers to himself::

Host SM_Selan says:
<General Ranuck> ::Curses in Klingon:: CSec: I will join my men at the entrances to the barracks. We will find our own way in. These ... dishonorable <Klingon expletive>s will be dealt with.

CBO_LtJG_Davis says:
*C&C*: Davis to Command and Control.  Bring the station to Yellow Alert.

CSec_LtJG_Powers says:
Ranuck: General, I will stand with your men.

CBO_LtJG_Davis says:
CSec, Ranuck: What do we tell all these people?

Host CO_Capt_Thelsh says:
@KT:  How can deaths of the Haisians have anything to do with a Klingon prophecy?  They are not warriors, and can hardly be considered worthy.

Host SM_Selan says:
<General Ranuck> CBO: Think of something. Words are not my way. CSec: Come along. ::Moves off::

Host SM_Selan says:
<C & C> ::Take the CBO's request as an order to bring the station to beta alert status::

Host SM_Selan says:
ACTION: Purple lights fluctuate throughout the station.

CSec_LtJG_Powers says:
::Follows the general, grabbing one of his own men as well.  He gives quick orders to another to take command of the situation here and not let it escalate::

CBO_LtJG_Davis says:
::looks at all the people who are still in the room, completely baffled by this turn of events::

CNS_LtJG_Lammel says:
@::stares at the Klingon going through his mind trying to discover what he knows::

CBO_LtJG_Davis says:
::approaches the microphone, still unsure of what to say::

Host SM_Selan says:
ACTION: Those remaining move around in confusion and chaos.

Host SM_Selan says:
<Syarta> ::Rushes to the CBO's side:: CBO: Mr. Davis ... Mr. Davis! What is going on? What is the meaning of this?

CBO_LtJG_Davis says:
ALL: Ladies and gentlemen, please try and remain calm.  Return to your quarters in an orderly fashion until we clear this matter up.  If you do not have quarters, please go to the lounge on Level 9.

Host CO_Capt_Thelsh says:
@K'T: I sincerely doubt any kind of Klingon god would find such un-warrior like people a worthy sacrifice.  So it seems that you have been wasting your time all along

CBO_LtJG_Davis says:
::turns to Syarta:  Syarta: Hold on a second...one thing at a time here.

CNS_LtJG_Lammel says:
@Self: Strange. ::looks over at the Klingon:: KT: Why do you need the Blood of Kahless?

Host SM_Selan says:
<Laevon> ::Already at their sides, Yokati'Clon at his side:: CBO / Syarta: I'll tell you what, Mr. Syarta. It is exactly what I've said all along. Lack of control. Starfleet cannot control their Klingon dogs ... and as such, this happens. Be sure, that if the Founder is harmed, all of you will pay for this mess up.

CBO_LtJG_Davis says:
*CSec*: Lieutenant Powers, can you spare any security officers.  I'd like to have a few on Level 9 in the lounge.  I’m sending all people without quarters there for the time being.

CBO_LtJG_Davis says:
::turns to Laevon, biting his tongue::

CSec_LtJG_Powers says:
*CBO*: If the situation is calming up there, take men from the room.. that's mostly all we have.

Host SM_Selan says:
<General Ranuck> ::Arrives with the CSec at the entrance to the Klingon barracks where a few are trying to blast their way through with little to no success::

CBO_LtJG_Davis says:
::tries a different path with Laevon::

CBO_LtJG_Davis says:
Laevon: If I'm not mistaken, you are the second officer here.  Your guidance and leadership  would be most useful here, Laevon.

CSec_LtJG_Powers says:
::Notes the high intensity blast doors::

Host SM_Selan says:
<Syarta> ::Looks at Laevon, then at the CBO:: CBO: Wait ... the Klingons are behind this? I do not understand.

Host CO_Capt_Thelsh says:
@::is trying to recall everything she can remember about this sect.... admit all the additional classified material that was locked up after the energy fountain event::

Host SM_Selan says:
<Laevon> CBO: No doubt. The safety of the Founder is the highest priority. You Starfleet personnel were behind the entire plan to separate the security systems for the Jem'Hadar, Klingon and Starfleet sections. You must have some idea on how to get in there.

CBO_LtJG_Davis says:
::sees three or four security officers in front of the podium::  Sec Officer:  Report to Level 9 and secure the lounge there.

Host SM_Selan says:
<Chief Jennifer Silver> ::Steps forward:: CBO / Syarta / Laevon: I'm not sure. But I bet ... ::Looks at the CBO:: ... with the right ideas, we can find out.

CBO_LtJG_Davis says:
Syarta:  It appears the four were beamed to the Klingon part of the station.  Who exactly is behind this is another issue which I do not know of.

Host SM_Selan says:
<K'Toyle> @ CNS: For the greatness of the empire ... and if it requires your deaths, then so be it.

CNS_LtJG_Lammel says:
@KT: How could it strengthen the empire?

Host SM_Selan says:
<Laevon> CBO: Oh, please. It is obvious that the Klingons are behind it. They could care less about peace here than anyone. If it were up to them, they'd slaughter the entire Haisian populace.

Host SM_Selan says:
ACTION: Laevon's ranting is heard by the Haisian High Echelons who look a bit shocked.

Host SM_Selan says:
<K'Toyle> @ CNS: You wouldn't understand mind-reader.

CBO_LtJG_Davis says:
Laevon, Silver: I don't care who is behind it at the moment.  All I want to do is get them back to safety, and keep these delegates safe as well.

CNS_LtJG_Lammel says:
@KT: Then educate me. ::grins::

CBO_LtJG_Davis says:
Silver: Shall we go to Command and Control and try and sort this out?

Host SM_Selan says:
<Laevon> ::Smiles:: CBO: And you've done a great job so far, haven't you? Ah, enough talking. We must get to work. Let's move to command and control.

Host SM_Selan says:
<Chief Jennifer Silver> CBO / Laevon: Sounds like a plan.

Host SM_Selan says:
<Syarta> CBO: I-I'll try to calm down those who haven't run to their ships.

CSec_LtJG_Powers says:
Ranuck: General, how far do your transport inhibitors extend?  Could we simply beam to the other side of these doors?

CBO_LtJG_Davis says:
Sec Officer: Assist Syarta in directing these people.  Quarters or Level 9...I want them no where else on the station.

CBO_LtJG_Davis says:
::bolts from the room for the lift, not waiting for anyone::

Host SM_Selan says:
<General Ranuck> CSec: I do not believe so. We did not want to afford the Jem'Hadar any advantage.

Host CO_Capt_Thelsh says:
@ ::paces in front of her force field::

CBO_LtJG_Davis says:
:;enters the lift and waits for Silver and whoever else decided to follow::

CSec_LtJG_Powers says:
::Racks his brains::

CNS_LtJG_Lammel says:
@~~~CO: We will find a way out of this, ma'am... I hope.~~~

Host CO_Capt_Thelsh says:
@K'T: You do realize that you cannot leave this station, don’t you... Your plans will end here, no matter what you do.

Host SM_Selan says:
<K'Toyle> @ ::Grins a toothy grin:: CO: That's the plan.

CNS_LtJG_Lammel says:
@::eyes widen::

Host SM_Selan says:
=/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= Pause Mission =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\=
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